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1. Claim. 

This invention pertains to a carrier-backed 
decorating inaterial, and more particularly to a 
carrier-backed decorating material having incor 
porated therewith a protective coating for the 
decorative film. 

It Was originally the practice to decorate flat 
Surfaces or the edges of book sheets, playing 
Cards, or the like, with a thin, metallic leaf, such 
as gold, Silver, or the like, by first cleaning and 
otherwise preparing the surface, applying an ad 
hesive thereto, and then applying the unsup 
ported leaf to the adhesively treated surface. If 
desired, pressure or heat and pressure were used. 
This is a tedious, time-consuming and costly job 
and requires Specially trained and skilled work 
men. Such practice is still followed in the 
decorating of the edges of book sheets and cards 
in particular, and to a great extent in decorating 
and/or embossing other items. Unsuccessful at 
ten pts have been made to facilitate the appli 
cation of Such decorative metal foil to the edges 
of book sheetS, playing cards, or the like, by pro 
Viding a carrier-backing strip to which the foil 
is held by a release material, the carrier-backed 
foil being applied to a continuously adhesively 
treated Surface and fixed thereto by pressure or 
heat and pressure, and the carrier-backing then 
Stripped or peeled from the foil leaving that sur 
face of the foil adjacent the carrier-backing ex. 
posed. In Some instances the adhesive is ap 
plied to the foil prior to applying the carrier 
backed foil to the Surface. 
When gold is the decorative material the edges 

of the playing cards or books will generally not 
tarnish or otherwise discolor due to corrosion. 
However, in many instances, the decorative ma 
terial is a corrodible material, such as brass, 
bronze, silver, or any combination thereof. 
When such a material is exposed to the atmos 
phere it will corrode and the shiny surface, which 
is pleasing to the eye, Will become dull and un 
appealing. 
From the foregoing it should be apparent that 

in addition to the fact that the decoration of 
either flat surfaces, the edges of playing cards, or 
book. Sheets with a metallic foil has been an ex 
pensive and time-consuming procedure, even 
When a carrier-backed decorative foil has been 
used, Such decorative material when in the form 
of a corrodible metal, Will in time discolor and 
become unappealing to the OWner or to a would 
be purchaser of such books, playing cards, or the 
like. 
It is, therefore, One object of this invention to 

provide a material for decorating the edges of 
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book sheets, playing cards, or the like, and other 
surfaces, in a relatively simple and Substantially 
inexpensive manner such as to eliminate the eX 
persive and time-consuming operations hereto 
fore necessary, and to provide a decorative na 
teria which will be protected from Corrosion. 

It is another object of this invention to pro 
vide a carrier-backed decorative foil having a 
protective coating incorporated therewith adapt 
able to decoration of the edges of book sheets, 
playing cards, or the like. 

It is a further object of this invention to pro 
wide a material for decorating the edges of book 
sheets, playing cards, or the like, which is simple 
to use, inexpensive, which will permit the decora. 
tion of at least One entire Side edge of a group of 
book sheets, playing cards, or the like, assembled 
en masse, all in one operation, and which will 
provide a protective coating for the film of 
decorative material. When that material has been 
applied to the edges of book sheets, playing cards, 
or the like. 
Warious other objectS and advantageous fea 

tures of the invention may be had from the foll 
OWing description. When used in conjunction 
with the following dra Wing, Which is a fragmen 
tary, perspective view showing a carrier-backed 
decorative strip, the individual parts thereof be 
ing exaggerated in size for purposes of clarity. 

In accordance With this invention, a carrier 
backing 10 of Suitable material, Such as plastic, 
or the like, has applied thereto a film or coating 
of the release material . This film of release 
material may be applied in a variety of ways, 
Vacuum evaporation being a very Satisfactory 
method. The only requirements for the backing 
Strip are that it be flexible, have a Smooth Sui 
face, and be Substantially non-elastic. Alkaline 
halide SaltS Such as potaSSium bromide (KBr), or 
potassium iodide (KI), and Waxes are good re 
lease materials. Having had a film or coating 
of release material applied to said carrier, a 
firin or coating of a protective material 2 is then 
applied to the release material. Examples of pro 
tective coatings are quartZ, magnesium fluoride, 
and similar substances. It is to be understood 
that there are many types of Substances having 
properties similar to those specified that would 
function as protective coatings. This protective 
coating may also be applied by Vacuum evapora 
tion. Certain materials, which Will form a pro 
tective coating, may be put on by knife doctor 
blading, roller coating, hand brushing, air doc 
tor blading, or by a wick method. Thereafter, 
a film or coating of decorative material 3, such 
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as gold, silver, aluminum, brass, or bronze is then 
applied to the protective coating. This may also 
be applied by vacuum evaporation. Since the 
purpose of the protective coating is to make the 
decorative material remain pleasing to the eye, it 
is generally not necessary to incorporate a pro 
tective coating in the carrier-backed decorative 
imaterial when the filia of decorative material is 
a non-corrodibie Substance. Such as gold. HOW 
ever, the protective material coating may be used 
even when a substance such as gold comprises the 
film of decorative material. 

Thereafter, an adhesive 4 is applied to the 
decorative material. This adhesive inay be a 
heat, activated type of adhesive or it. Inay be an 
adhesive activated by liquid media, such as 
Sodium silicate, animal gues, and starch base ad 
hesives. 
In using this novel carrier-backed decorative 

film, the carrier-backed decorative strip, having 
the adhesive incorporated therewith, is merely 
placed with the adhesive side down on a prepared 
surface, Such as a fiat leather. Surface, or the 
Snooth surface formed by the edges of playing 
cards or book leaves assembled in Side-by-Side 
i.elation. In the case of a liquid media, activated 
adhesive, the Surface formed by the sheet edges 
or the adhesive surface of the carrier-backed 
strip is moistened. Then the carrier-backed 
decorative strip is placed on the prepared Sur 
face. Thereafter, pressure may be applied to 
the carrier side of the carrier-backed decorative 
laterial and the carrier is then removed, after 

the adhesive has been given an opportunity to 
dily, leaving the protected decorative foil firmly 
adhered to the Surface. In the case of a heat 
activated adhesive, after the carrier-backed 
decorative strip has been placed on the prepared 
surface, heat or heat and pressure are applied 
to the carrier side of the Carrier-backed deCOra 
tive material and the carrier is then removed, 
also leaving the protected decorative foil firmly 
adhered to the prepared surface. In the case of 
playing cards or book leaves, the leaves. Or Cards 
may then be rifled and separated and when they 
are realigned will present, a protected, continu 
ously decorated surface. 
The primary requisites: for a protective coating 

are that its adherence to the film of decorative 
material be stronger than its adherence to the 
release material, so that When the carrier is 
Stripped away, the protective Coating Will renain 
attached to the decorative film, and that the pro 
tective coating be not rubbery or elastic. he Sec 
Gnd requirement is essential in the case of book 
page edges or card edgeS. In this latter case, the 
protective coating must be of such a nature that, 
While fixably attached to the decorative film, it 
Will fracture or separate along lines of Strain. 
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For exampie, when the leaves of the book or in 
dividual cards are separated the decorative film 
and the protective coating should also sepa 
rate So that the edges of the book Sheet or cards 
Will be decorated in Stich a mannel as to preSeit 
a protected, continuously decorated Surface When 
the book sheet or card edges are realigned in 
Side-by-side relation. 

it Should be appareint from the above dieSCFlip 
stion that there has been devised a novel and ex 
tremely useful carrier-backed decorative strip 
having incorporated thereWith a decorative film 
protective coating. The use of Such a combina 
tion iesultS in revolutionary SavingS in time and 
iabor in the edge-gilding of playing cards, books 
and the embossing of SurfaceS Such as leather, Ol' 
the like, and enables the protected decorative 
material to reinain pieasing to the eye of the pur 
cha-Ser or the prospective purchaser. 
While this invention has been described in its 

prefered embodiment, it is to be understood that 
the Words iihat have been USed are WOrds of de 
Scription rather than of limitation and that 
changes. Within the purview of the appended 
claiin lay be inacie Without departing from the 
true scope and spirit of the invention. 
What is cairned is: 
in a backed decorative material comprising a 

carrie in the fgri. Of a backing Strip, a release 
Silaterial on Said carrier, a film of decorative co 
rodible netal, and an activatable Solid adhesive 
on. Said fish: a trailSpai'ent quartz protective 
coating, capable of preventing coirosion of Said 
decorative metal, on said release material, in in 
imate contact With Said firn, aid having greater 
3dheisence to Said fix than to Said release ima 
terial; said adhesive in the activated COAndition 
providing adherence of Said fin to a prepare 
surface greater than the adherence of Said pro 
tective coating to said release material. 
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